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Mono-energetic positrons have been used to study the time-of-fllght

distribution of ortho-posltroniua (o-Ps) formed just outside the surface

of an Al(l10) single crystal. The data are interpreted In terms of two

predominant angular distributions for the directly formed o-Ps: one

that is peaked towards the surface normal and another that is directed

towards large angles. These processes are shown to be very sensitive to

both oxygen exposure and Ar + ion sputtering. Ps emitted at large-angles

nay be evidence of formation with electrons propagating in a two-dimen-

sional surface state.



The formation of positronlum {Ps) at the surface of a aetal Is a

process that is beginning to receive a great deal of attention Il-4].

Aside from the intrinsic value of this ultra-light neutral atom for var-

ious atomic physics and QED experiments IS], the fact that Ps forms just

outside the solid surface (at distances thought to be roughly 0 - 2 A

14]) Beans that it should be an exceedingly specific probe of the sur-

face. It h?.s, for example, already been applied to the study of surface

magnetism 12], oxidation [3], and to the measurement of the near-surface

electronic density of states 14]. The present picture of Fs formation

11,4] involves two distinct siechsnisss. The first of the** is that Ps

is emitted directly as a thermalized positron leaves the surface of the

•etal and captures an electron. This leads to a maximum kinetic energy

given by the Ps work-function: Efc • -$p8" 6.8 eV - f« - 4+, where $_

and •+ are the electron and positron work functions, respectively, and

6.8 eV is the Ps binding energy. #pa has been measured to be -2.62 ±

0.04 eV for Al [4]. The energy, E^, of directly emitted Ps can be

different from -#pB because of inelastic processes, Ps formation with

those (few) positrons that are not completely theraalized, and the local

density of states at the surface of the metal (4], The second possibil-

ity is that positrons that are localized in the laage-iraduced potential

well at the surface can be thermally desorped to fora a low-energy

("thermal") distribution of Ps.

In this paper we present evidence for two distinct distributions of

directly emitted Ps from an Al(llO) surface, using a unique method of

measuring ortho-Ps tiae-of-flight (TOF) distributions. The new distri-

bution, which is characterized by a large component of momentum parallel



to Che specimen surface (kg), Is tentatively ascribed to ?s formed

vith electrons propagating In a two-dimensional "surface-state" which

has been predicted [6] and observed using ultraviolet pHotoemission

spectroscopy {7] for this surface.

The At(l10) sample studied had a purity of 99.9999+2, and a resis-

tivity ratio of >40000:l. It was cleaned in situ by sputtering with 3

keV Ar+ ions, followed by annealing at -550'C for 1/2 hour. After the

original oxide was removed it was found that only short sputtering tines

« 1 hour) were required for subsequent cleanings, as determined by

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). Although the (iI5) face of Al is

notoriously difficult to prepare 18], we vere satisfied that the density

of steps and other irregularities vas relatively low by the extremely

sharp LEEO spots we obtained, which qualitatively displayed the inten-

sity variations between 60 and 100 volts previously determined for

Al(110) [9U

Figure 1 is a scale drawing of the saaple environment, showing var-

ious Fs flight-paths which will be discussed later. A bean of incident

positrons (EA * 3 keV) Is directed through a hole which was spark cut

in the Al(llO) crystal, at a 45* angle. The positrons are directed into

the crystal by a 4-3500 volt bias on the returning grid. There they

rapidly thermalize «10 psec) with a depth distribution having a mean

value of »37OA (10] (Ej normal to the surface is *2 keV due to the

angle of incidence.) As the incident positrons penetrate the saaple

surface, secondary electrons are immediately accelerated to the channel

electron multiplier array (CEMA) which defines the "start" signal of the

spectrometer. The "stop" signal is produced by the annihilation

froa positrons or Ps which is detected by * BaFj sclntillator.



Once theroalized in the Al(llO) crystal, the positrons nay annihi-

late while diffusing through the bulk lattice (-302), annihilate while

localized in the image-induced potential veil at the surface (*>30%), or

be re-emitted into the vacuua MS singlet (p-Fs) or triplet (o-Ps) posi-

tronlum. Vith the exception of o-Ps, all of the above processes occur

with mean lifetimes < 1 nsec, leading to the "prompt" peak 6een at t"0

in Fig. 2. A careful stud; of this peak is In fact the topic of another

experiment til] providing the first measurement of Che lifetime of a

positron localized at the surface. The small peaks in the region 5 < t

< 25 nsec are thought to be associated vith the direct o-Ps striking the

grid support and CEMA face (Fig. 1) where they annihilate vith a rela-

tively high probability via a plckoff or spin-exchange process. The

gradual curve and exponential tail at tines >35 nsec Is due to the nor-

mal 3-Y decay of slow (or elastically reflected) o-Ps, and In part to

inelastic scattering of otherwise energetic o-Ps.

Data for clean, annealed Al(110) are presented in Fig. 3. These

results, obtained vith a relatively short tine scale, were acquired

simultaneously vith the long tine scale data that were shown la Fig. 2.

The long tail seen in Fig. 2 is stripped from the short tioe scale data

so that the peaks reside just above the baseline. Any error in the

amount subtracted does not qualitatively alter the features observed,

since the slope is extremely snail by comparison vith the time base of

Fig. 3. Data were smoothed by convolution with a Gaussian {o » 0.32

nsec) prior to background subtraction* All peaks were normalized to

2xlO6 total counts prior to stripping, so that the relative intensities

of the features are directly comparable to within the precision of the



stripping procedure. The results in Figs. 3 and A (I-IIX) for dean,

annealed Al(llO) show two predoalnant features. The most straight

forward feature to Interpret is the peak at "20 nsec. The TOF for o-Fs

to traverse the 13.1 no froa the sample surface to CEMA with kinetic

energy just equal to *p, ("2.62 eV) Is 19 * 1 nsec (Table 1). The

tailing off of this peak for TOF > 19 nsec would largely be due to

geometric effects; I.e. the shape of the emitted o-Ps distribution

convoluted with the specimen—detector separation along the various paths

(see Table 1). The peak observed between *6 and 12 nsec Is clearly too

early for any o-Ps striking the CEHA. It Is therefore attributed to

quenching at the grid-support, which necessarily implies that the o-Fs

has a large component of momentum parallel to the surface (k§). Were

this the only result, it could possibly be concluded that the spatial

distribution of emitted o-Fs was isotropic (or at least very broad).

Curves IV-VI in Fig. 4 show the effects of various levels of oxygen

exposure on the TOF structure. The observation that 100 L (1 Langaulr £

10" torr-sec} 0^ removes the second peak but not the first suggests

that they do in fact arise from two entirely different distributions of

"energetic" o-Ps, such as those shown qualitatively in Fig. 5.* It is

easily demonstrated with the relationship given In the caption of. Table

1 that no combination of flight-paths with "thermal** o-Fs can account

In order to test whether the observed change In the TOF distribution
could be explained by a shift froa a relatively peaked distribution to
one more isotropic we made some simple Monte Carlo simulations of
various distributions. It was found that even a completely isotropic
distribution could not account for the observed reduction in the 2nd
peak.



for either of these features. Moreover, it follows from the geometry o£

the grid support (Fig. 1) that the normally emitted o-Ps is in fact rel-

atively sharply peaked since the intensity of "grid" annihilations

(first peak) in cure 4-XV was unchanged even though the "CEMA" events

(second peak) were almost completely eliminated. This is consistent

with theoretical predictions of the angular distribution of directly

emitted Fs [12]. As can be seen by curves VI through IX in Fig. 4, V>th

massive O2 exposure and sputtering damage virtually eliminate energetic

o-Ps. What is not shown in these curves (off scale) but has been ob-

served fur both heavily oxygenated and sputtered surfaces is some evi-

dence for a small peak at "45 nsec, decaying away at t>45 nsec. This is

not understood, but may be the result of a reduction in the depth of the

potential well at the surface, allowing less energetic Fs formation

through a thermally activated process even at room temperature. The

time 45 nsec would suggest a primary kinetic energy of "0.06 eV for Fs

to reach the grid support.

On the basi<; of these data alone, It is impossible to unambiguously

identify the origin of state 'b' (see Fig. 5 ) . However one possible so-

lution is suggested by the large kf associated with this distribu-

tion. A "surface-state," which is an electronic state that propagates

only at the surface I13], has been predicted 16] and observed {7] for

k| > 0.5 A'1 in the T-X direction of the Al(ilO) surface Brillouin

zone. Assuming a single-step formation process {4J it should be obser-

vable ire the present results as o-Fs with kinetic energy ranging from

-2.3 eV (2S* off normal) to -1.5 eV (42* off normal). Expected TOF

values for this state listed in Table 1 show that It should extend from



•7 to 10 nsec, with a broad component at longer tlaes (24-35 nsec) due

to those potitroalua atom at large angles which escape through the

grids to reach the CEMA. One difficulty associated with this interpre-

tation is the fact that even 100 L of 0 2 exposure severely reduces the

intensity of surface-states as observed for Al (71 using UPS, whereas it

aade no measureable difference to the large k| peak of the present re-

sults (Fig. 4IV). This may be related to the fact that UPS samples the

top several uonolayers of the crystal, vhereas Ps formation is specific

to the region just outside the surface.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that energetic ortho-Ps from an

Al(l10) surface has two predominant spatial distributions which suggests

formation by two different mechanisms. Of particular interest is the

distribution characterized by large k§, which may be evidence of Pa

formation with electrons propagating in a surface state. These prelim-

inary measurements establish the need for angle-resolved Ps TOF spec-

troscopy, which promises to contribute not only to our understanding of

the fundamental mechanisms of Ps formation at a surface, but may shed

new light on interesting characteristics of the surfaces themselves.
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Table 1: The flight paths 6hown in Fig. 1 and expected TOF values are

listed for o-Ps with kinetic energies representative of the

special cases discussed in the text. Comparison of various

paths can be done using the conversion: t - 2.39

where E is In eV, t is in nsec and d is in am.

Path

A

B

C

0

E

F

G

D

E

F

G

Distance
(nun)

13.11.5

5.21.5

3.B1.3

151.5

17.81.5

4.41.3

5.21.3

151.5

17.81.5

4.41.3

5.21.3

Angle

0m

0*

0»

28*

42*

28* .

42*

28*

42'

28*

42*

Kinetic
Energy

(eV)

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.3

1.5

2.3

1.5

TOF
(nsec)

19.41.7

7.61.7

5.61.4

22.21.7

26.31.7

6.51.4

7.71.3

241.7

351.7

6.91.4

10.11.4

Significance

o-Ps with oaxiaum K.E.

•*• • • m

•mm m

IM *» m

** m <M

«• «• **

«t m «•

Surface-state,
naxitouB K.E-

Surface-state»
minlmun K*E,

Surface State

Surface State
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1: The arrangement of sample, grid-support and CEMA "start" detec-

tor are shown to scale* The incident positron beam had 3000 eV

kinetic energy, the saaple was grounded, the grids were at

+3500 V and the CEMA at 4300 V. Posltroniun foraed just out-

side the sample surface has a maximum kinetic energy of .1.6 eV

(-•ps). The paths (A+G) are discussed ia Table 1. Nate that

the aligned grids provide "90S! transmission at normal inci-

dence, and "802 off normal.

Fig. 2: The distribution obtained directly froa the tine-to-amplitude

converter is shown for clean, veil annealed A£(110). A flat

background of 17 counts per channel has been removed froa the

- data. The "prompt" peak at t*0 arises from annihilation of

positrons in the crystal and trapped at the surface, as well as

singlet p-Fs decays. The long tail is due to o-Ps TOF, and the

bumps between 5 and 30 nsec are due to quenching of the o-Ps

when it strikes the grid-supp.it or CEMA (Fig. 1).

Fig. 3: Data (with higher time dispersion) taken simultaneously with

those shown In Fig. 2 demonstrate the o-Fs T0F features for

clean, annealed Al(110). An exponential (142 nsec) background

has been stripped from these data.

Fig. 4: The o-Ps tlme-of-flight (TOF) spectra are shown for the various

sample conditions studied. Curves I-III are for clean,

annealed Al{110); IV - Al(110) + 100 L 02; V - Al(liO) * 500 L

02j VI - Al(llO) + 10
s L 02; VII-IX - Sputtered. Curves I-III

share the upper base-line, XV-VZ the middle and VII-IX the

lower*
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Fig. 5: Hwp^wo'^pacial distributions of directly-enitted o-Ps are

qualitatively Il lustrated. . The-ar£5SsCIfepresent--The—«rtreaes

of -=*ti«wed"-Ps_Jfer»afc4on-vith electrcrns-HHriginat ing-from the
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